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Abstract 
Sawmilling technology is becoming increasingly complex and, for the past 15 years, optimized systems 
have replaced human decision-making on the log and lumber processing line. Optimized systems, 
however, require close monitoring and adequate parameters. Given the increasing shortage of qualified 
personnel, the use of effective monitoring and control tools is more critical than ever. Monitoring systems 
are now required to shorten the periods of time during which the primary breakdown process is not 
controlled. 
 
This research report presents algorithms developed for monitoring the primary breakdown process. The 
method used to this end is based on available variables for the relevant machine centres. As this method 
does not require the installation of new sensors, it does not add to the maintenance burden. It should be 
noted, on the other hand, that certain components of the primary breakdown process cannot be monitored 
because of a lack of available variables. Such is the case for several mechanical components the 
monitoring of which requires the installation of specialized sensors. 
 
The algorithms generated by this project use simple mathematical models that can easily be adapted to the 
majority of softwood lumber sawmills. These models can be integrated into programmable controllers, 
data acquisition systems, in-house production monitoring software or specialized systems, such as the 
Smart Mill Assistant system. 
 
The economic potential of the monitoring models can be determined by using optimization system 
variables and offline monitoring models. The graphical representation of results generated by the models 
reveals the number of times the primary breakdown process deviated from process parameters, as well as 
the duration of such deviations. Their economic impact can be calculated on the basis of this information. 
The economic benefits of real-time monitoring and control systems depend on initial sawmill 
performance, the skill of sawmill personnel in quickly detecting and identifying process deviations and 
the time required to solve related problems. 
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1 Objectives 
Develop online primary breakdown diagnostic modules to shorten the periods of non-controlled log 
processing. 
 
 

2 Introduction 
Softwood log breakdown technology is becoming increasingly complex. Human decision-making and 
manual operations have essentially given way to sophisticated log scanning, optimization and processing 
systems. Technologically advanced systems have enabled sawmills to significantly reduce their 
consumption factor from 5.0 m³ per Mfbm in the early 1990s to under 4.0 m³ per Mfbm today. These are 
high-performance systems, but they require close monitoring and regular maintenance. The malfunction 
of any component, such as the scanner or the log positioning system, or poor optimizer parametrization 
can significantly affect sawmill performance. 
 
The shortage of qualified sawmill personnel and the daily fluctuation of performance indicators make it 
difficult to ensure adequate process monitoring. In general, sawmill personnel can exercise local control 
over sawmilling operations. Global or overall control, however, is another question. That is why it is 
difficult to link variations of performance indicators to equipment failure or to the variability of sawmill 
raw material. 
 
 

3 Background 
Equipment manufacturers have been working to develop sensors for quality control and continuous 
monitoring purposes for the past ten years. Today, for example, there are systems designed to measure log 
and lumber dimensions, to check log and cant positioning and to monitor the surface quality of sawn 
lumber. These systems accurately check the performance of equipment components. The measurement 
and monitoring of all logs or processed pieces facilitate the rapid identification of non-controlled 
products. However, monitoring all the equipment components of the primary breakdown machine centre 
would require the installation of a large numbers of sensors without any guarantee of being able to obtain 
a global appreciation of primary breakdown operations that would explain performance indicator 
variations. 
 
The Smart Mill Assistant (SMA) and Sirocco projects carried out by Forintek in partnership with several 
members addressed this issue. These projects involved the acquisition and use of available breakdown 
and drying data for process monitoring purposes. The SMA project, which focused on breakdown 
operations, fostered the development and implementation of analysis models based on historical data at 
several levels, from a global picture of the sawmilling operations down to a specific process, that is, the 
secondary breakdown process. This project focuses on the development of monitoring and diagnostic 
models based on the acquisition and use of data at the primary breakdown machine centre. 
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5 Materials and Methods 
Figure 1 shows the steps of the method used in this project. The steps are subdivided into two categories: 
those that focus on data identification and preparation; and those that focus on the development of the 
monitoring and diagnostic models. The following sections of this report describe each step in detail. 
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5.1 Identification and preparation of the requisite data 
Process monitoring and diagnostic operations are based on data.The variables that are usually available 
are frequently limited and over-summarized. For example, data pertaining to a machine centre are 
frequently limited to input material, certain productivity data and optimized projections. Moreover, these 
data are frequently only available on a shift basis. Accordingly, they are not adequate for the purposes of 
continuous monitoring. The following sections describe the main steps involved in data identification and 
preparation for this purpose. 
 
5.1.1 Identification of the requisite variables 

Monitoring a machine centre requires identifying the variables pertaining to the components that will be 
subjected to the monitoring process. It is important to be fully familiar with the specific sawmill process 
and material flow in order to ensure the availability of all the variables that are likely to affect the 
problem at hand. The same holds true for the frequency of variable availability. The use of unprocessed 
data increases the flexibility of model development. The use of log-to-log variables facilitates the 
development of models based on log-by-log monitoring, on time averages or on a specific number of logs. 
 
5.1.2 Equipment software modifications 

The software governing the equipment used in the participating sawmill was modified by the equipment 
manufacturer. These modifications made it possible to add missing variables and to ensure the availability 
of data for individual logs. Data were saved on a hard disk to facilitate retrieval and processing. Software 
modifications were carried out on primary and secondary breakdown machine centres, the two machine 
centres involved in the primary breakdown monitoring process. Data from other machine centres were not 
used because they are not relevant to the primary breakdown monitoring process. 
 
5.1.3 Validation of mill data 

The validation of mill data is critical because the primary breakdown monitoring and diagnostic models 
are based on recorded data. There are four levels of validation: 

 
• Data quality check 

 
This level of validation focuses on the accuracy of the data used. Since monitoring models are built using 
machine centre data, the accuracy of these data must be checked. Sample logs and cants are used for this 
purpose. Various measurements are taken off these samples in order to check equipment accuracy.  
 

• Comparison of information displayed on optimizer screens with recorded information 
 
This level of validation is carried out on a specific number of samples at the relevant machine centres. For 
each sample, information on log or piece dimensions, optimized values and the moment of processing in 
time (date, hour and second) are recorded. The captured data are then compared to recorded data.  
 

• Comparison of recorded data quantity with the number of processed logs 
 
This level of validation is carried out by tallying up log or piece counts over different periods of time. The 
objective is to record data for more than 1,000 samples. The number of samples counted over a given 
period is compared to the recorded number of logs. This level of validation ensures that no information is 
lost during production. 
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• Comparison of sawmill production reports with the data base 

 
The sawmill generates a certain number of production reports based on information recorded during the 
breakdown process. These reports are frequently generated manually by compiling various data in a 
spreadsheet program. With respect to the available variables, production reports generated by the sawmill 
are compared with data recorded for each work shift. This validation ensures that the models developed 
are based on values to which the sawmill can refer. 
 
5.1.4 Data preparation 

The use of raw data is not adequate for monitoring purposes. It is preferable to develop averages based on 
such data or to convert them into performance indicators for the purposes of model development. For 
example, it is very difficult to compare the length of a log at the primary breadkdown stage with the 
length of the cant obtained from the same log at the secondary breadkdown machine centre given the 
accumulation of pieces on the processing line and the requisite throughput synchronization. It is 
preferable to establish an average for a given period of time or number of logs. 
 
The development of an adapted data set requires a certain amount of data formatting. It is therefore 
important to determine the manner of data compilation. For example, certain models require raw data 
while others use compilations of data over fixed time periods or with respect to a specific number of 
pieces or logs. At this level, the trial and error method is used to determine the appropriate format in the 
development phase. 
 
It is also equally important to be able to identify any change in sawmill operations and any problem 
within the data set. The use of data with different operational parameters (e.g., value optimization vs. 
volume optimization) usually results in a less reliable and accurate model. 
 
5.2 Model development 
Model development takes place in two stages: mathematical development and model validation using data 
from a member sawmill. The following sections describe these stages. 
 
5.2.1 Mathematical development 

The development of a model begins with the analysis of the relavant data set. The identification of 
abnormalities within the data set fosters the retention of data that are specific to the problem designated 
for monitoring purpuses. Similarly, the identification of the periods during which sawmill processes were 
not controlled by mill personnel greatly facilitates model development. This step also makes it possible to 
determine the correlation between each relevant variable and to understand their relative importance in 
explaining the problem for monitoring or diagnostic purposes. Various levels of analysis, such as a simple 
representation of data and basic statistical analyses were used to gain an understanding of variable 
behaviour. These analyses not only made it possible to identify the best type of model for monitoring and 
diagnosing specific problems, they also made it possible to identify cases where the addition of variables 
and modifications of the data set were required. Two types of models were developed: 
 

• simple mathematical models; 
• advanced mathematical models. 
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5.2.1.1 Simple mathematical models 

Simple mathematical models are based on a limited number of variables and involve very simple 
mathematical operations: calculation of averages, percentages, sums or discrepancies between two 
variables. Such models use control cards for monitoring purposes. They are adapted for monitoring a 
specific machine centre component. For example, by monitoring the difference between the average 
length of the logs at the primary breakdown machine centre and the average length of the cants at the bull 
edger, mill personnel can detect the occurrence of a problem at one of these two machine centres when 
the differences in length fall outside established control limits. 
 
5.2.1.2 Advanced mathematical models 

Advanced statistical models involve a greater number of variables and mathematical operations. The 
models used are based on known mathematical equations widely used in the sawmilling industry or on 
first and second level mathematical equations to allow the correlation of two variables. The models make 
it possible to predict the values of one variable based on the values of another. By comparing the 
predicted value of a given variable with its actual value, one can detect a problem. For exemple, one can 
develop a mathematical equation for estimating the theoretical recovery from a log based on its volume. 
Comparing the theoretical recovery predicted by the equation with the theoretical recovery predicted by 
the optimizer allows the monitoring of optimizer performance. Like the simple mathematical models, 
these models use control cards for process monitoring and problem identification purposes. 
 
It should be noted that in the SMA project (Fournier, Lavoie and Paré, 2006), multivariate statistical 
models were used. That project provided an opportunity to demonstrate how such models can be used in 
the sawmilling industry. Advanced mathematical models are very powerful and use a large number of 
variables. Under normal operations, the structure of the data and the correlation between the data are 
defined by the model. When a manufacturing process is modified or when a problem occurs, differences 
in the structure and correlation of the data also occur. The multivariate model then highlights the relevant 
variable or variables. This project did not involve the development of this type of model given its 
complexity and the fact that it must be adapted or rebuilt for each process. Thus, the resulting solution 
would not have been applicable to all sawmills. 
 
5.2.2 Model validation 

As it turned out, it was impossible to validate the models as part of this project. The participating member 
mill shut down in September 2006 because of the difficult North American lumber market. When the mill 
shut down, the software modifications for the requisite variables had been made and data acquisition was 
under way for the development of the models. It was agreed that the project would be completed once the 
sawmill resumed its operations. In July of 2007, as the sawmill was still shut down, two options were 
examined. These included carrying out model validation at another sawmill or completing the project on 
the basis of the experience gained in the development of the SMA project. 
 
The second option won out given the risk and delays that would have resulted from the transfer of the 
project to another sawmill. Moreover, given that model validation consists mainly in fine-tuning process 
parameters (duration of observations, time frames and control limits) and that these parameters must be 
adjusted from mill to mill, this step was not deemed critical for project completion. 
 
Monitoring models are based on the principles that guided the development of the Smart Mill Assistant 
project. It should be noted that the validation of models is sawmill-specific and is a function of the 
accuracy of input variables, log or piece accumulation zones and the detection speed preferred by each 
company. Validation therefore consists in fine-tuning model parameters to ensure that the model actually 
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does the work it was designed to do, that is, detect an abnormality or a problem when it occurs. The 
parameters include: 
 
- the duration of process observation; 
- the number of samples used in model calculations; 
- the control limits. 
 
5.2.2.1 Duration of process observation 

The duration of process observation involves fine-tuning the frequency and the time frame during which 
the model does its calculcations. Log-by-log or piece-by-piece checks are frequently ineffective given the 
accuracy of sensors used or the accumulation zones. That is why the use of data over a longer period 
makes it possible to mitigate major errors. For example, the model could specify calculations at 5-minute 
intervals using data acquired over the past 15 minutes. This would enable mill personnel to detect any 
process change more quickly, and with an acceptable level of accuracy. 
 
5.2.2.2 Number of samples 

Varying the number of samples is an alternative to the duration of process observation. In such a case, the 
model makes calculations when data has been acquired for a specified number of logs rather than at set 
intervals. It should be noted that all the models developed as part of this project work on the basis of set 
intervals or a specific number of samples. In general, models adjusted on the basis of a number of samples 
are used when throughput is high or when the variable measurements are more or less accurate. For 
example, models using the variables for an optimized trimmer can be adjusted in terms of a number of 
samples since the number of pieces processed per minute is high enough to trigger frequent calculations 
by the model. On the other hand, it would be preferable to use a model based on specified intervals at the 
primary breakdown stage when throughput is variable. 
 
5.2.2.3 Control limits 

Control limits allow mill personnel to detect results of model calculations that are inconsistent with 
historical data or with results deemed acceptable by the sawmill. As is the case with any control card, 
there may be only one limit in some cases, whereas in other cases, the model will require a lower and an 
upper limit. 
 
It should be noted that control limits must be adjusted for each model and that the limits established for 
one sawmill may not be acceptable for another. Limits are a function of the accuracy of the data for the 
variables involved, of accumulation zones, of the duration of process observation or the specified number 
of samples and the detection delay deemed acceptable by the sawmill. Tight limits allow the rapid 
detection of a problem, but the model then becomes more sensitive to measurement errors, which reduces 
its accuracy. On the other hand, broader limits ensure that there is definitely a problem when the model 
exceeds its limits, but its reaction time is frequently longer. 
 
 

6 Results 
6.1 Machine centre structure 
Figure 2 presents the structure of a machine centre in the form of a cause-and-effect diagram. The right-
hand side rectangle summarizes the major performance indicators of processing quality (lumber and 
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value). The elements on the left represent the six components that influence the performance indicators. 
Five components refer to equipment whereas the other refers to mill raw material. The five components of 
a machine centre are the scanner, the optimizer, the positioning system, the cutting tools and the system 
(its operational status). 
 
For each of the components, we identified the elements that require monitoring to ensure that they will be 
under constant control. For example, monitoring the scanner requires the capacity to perform the 
following checks on a continuous basis: 
 

 Scanner condition 
• Is the scanner working? 
• Is scanning accurate? 
 

 Sensor condition 
• Are the sensors (encoders, photocells, cameras, etc.) working? 
• Are the sensors (encoders, photocells, cameras, etc.) accurate? 
 

 Cleaning 
• Does the equipment need to be cleaned? 
• When was it last cleaned? 
 

 Calibration 
• Does the equipment need to be calibrated? 
• When was it last calibrated? 
 

 Environment 
• Is the operating environment adequate (lighting, dust, vibrations, etc.)? 

 
In Figure 2, the elements shown in red and in italics are elements that cannot be monitored on the basis of 
data currently available from the installed equipment. Monitoring these elements would require the 
installation of specialized sensors capable of providing the requisite information. With respect to the raw 
material, for exemple, information on the dimensional characteristics of a log (length, diameter, curve, 
etc.) is easily obtained. Capturing information on other characteristics, such as rot, stain or internal 
defects would require the installation of additional sensors. 
 
The ineffectiveness or effectiveness of equipment monitoring and diagnosis therefore depends on the 
availability of the requisite data. Figure 2 shows that the weak link in the models developed for 
monitoring the primary breakdown process is the positioning system. This is the component for which 
available information is lacking the most. Monitoring and diagnosis of this component require the 
installation of new sensors. It should be noted, however, that continuous control systems exist for 
monitoring log positioning at the primary breakdown stage. 
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Figure 2 Typical machine centre structure 
 
6.2 Monitoring algorithm 
Figure 3 presents the primary breakdown monitoring and diagnostic algorithm. This algorithm represents 
a logical progression in the monitoring of each of the primary breakdown components. The performance 
indicators constitute the starting point for the diagnostic process. Real-time monitoring of the main 
indicators, such as product and value recovery, the distribution of lumber grades and lengths, and the 
distribution of lumber by product triggers the diagnostic process. Performance indicators fall into two 
groups. 
 

 Process performance indicators 
 
The real-time comparison of performance indicators against historical data allows the detection of any 
raw material variation. In the case of the primary breakdown process, performance indicator values are 
obtained using the values calculated by the primary breakdown optimizer. This facilitates pinpointing any 
processing errors. A discrepancy between an indicator and historical data triggers the diagnostic process. 
Although monitoring these indicators is intended to detect any raw material variation, a problem may also 
stem from the scanner or the optimizer as the optimized values are generated by these two components. 
The objective is therefore to perform the various checks of the raw material and equipment components 
(scanner, optimizer, etc.) in order to determine the cause of performance indicator variation. 
 

 Machine performance indicators 
 
The comparison of optimized indicator values for a breakdown machine centre against the actual indicator 
values upon completion of the breakdown process allows the detection of processing problems. In the 
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case of the primary breakdown process, this exercise involves comparing the performances predicted by 
the primary breakdown optimizer and the results obtained at the secondary breakdown centre. For 
example, the optimized product recovery should correspond to the lumber volume predicted by the 
primary breakdown optimizer divided by the volume per log at the primary breakdown stage, whereas 
actual recovery should correspond to the lumber volume predicted by the secondary breakdown optimizer 
divided by the log volume at the primary breakdown stage. A discrepancy between predicted or optimized 
values and actual values triggers the diagnostic process. 
 
The elements subjected to monitoring at the primary breakdown stage correspond to dimensional 
characteristics, that is, elements about which information is available at the machine centre. The same 
applies for equipment components. For each one, elements subjected to monitoring are those for which 
information is available (Figure 2). Consequently, it may be impossible to identify the cause of 
performance indicator variations given the lack of information for monitoring purposes. In such a case, 
the cause of performance indicator variation stems from a non-monitored element. 
 



 

 

 
 
Figure 3 Monitoring algorithm 
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6.2.1 Monitoring algorithm variant 

While the algorithm described above represents a logical reasoning process for problem detection, we 
recommend continuous monitoring of the elements pertaining to each component, that is the raw material, 
the scanner, the optimizer, the positioning system, the cutting tools and the system. This facilitates the 
detection of problems, even when the performance indicators are constant. For example, an optimizer 
problem could result in a lower product recovery. Such a problem, however, when combined with an 
increase in the average log volume would maintain product recovery at the same level. Reliance on the 
sole logical reasoning process would not trigger a diagnostic operation. 
 
6.2.2 Model sampling frequency 

Continuous monitoring of a machine centre does not necessarily involve acquiring data on a log-by-log 
basis. Fluctuations from one log to the next could trigger needless reactions. For example, log-by-log 
monitoring at the log positioner would not be effective because occasional positioning slippage is a 
normal occurrence. Similarly, significant discrepancies between optimized recovery values and actual 
values are also normal. That is why averages and the measurement of tendencies are important. Problem 
detection is a result of the observation of the tendency of a monitored variable with respect to historical 
data. Two methods can be used to establish a tendency: 
 

• monitoring a specified number of logs; 
• monitoring for a specified period of time. 

 
The first method involves model calculations based on data from a specific number of logs. For example, 
the average length of logs can be calculated every 500th log. This method ensures constant sampling. On 
the other hand, the frequency of control points can vary significantly, depending on sawmill productivity. 
 
The second method involves model calculations over specified periods of time, for example 15 or 
60 minutes. This method provides for a control point at a fixed frequency, which facilitates the 
monitoring process. On the other hand, the number of samples can vary significantly if sawmill 
productivity is not constant. 
 
6.3 Mathematical monitoring models 
Figure 4 presents the summary of the mathematical models required for monitoring the primary 
breakdown process and diagnosing any related problems. The next sections dteail the requisite 
performance indicators as well as the mathematical models developed as part of this project. 
 



 

 

 
Figure 4 Diagram of monitoring and diagnostic models 
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Calibration 
- Log length vs cant length 
- Log diameter vs cant width 
- Log volume vs cant volume 
- Log curve vs cant curve 
- Excessive curve 
- Log taper vs cant taper 
- Excessive taper 
 
Environment 
- Monitoring internal spikes 
- Monitoring external spikes 
- Monitoring of bad slice diameter 

Global analysis
- Theoretical recovery monitoring in terms of log length, 
volume, curve and taper 
 
Processing time 
- Monitoring of too lengthy optimization 
- Monitoring of the minimum requisite gap 
- Monitoring of logs without a solution 
 
Configuration 
- Monitoring of file modifications 
- Monitoring of logs without a solution 

Process performance indicators
- Volume recovery  
- Value recovery 
- % by grade 
- % by length 
- % by dimension 

Operational status
- No. of logs vs No. Of cants (system inactive) 
 
Operation 
- Monitoring of touching logs (too long) 
- Monitoring of the minimum requisite gap 

Machine performance indicators 
(optimized vs actual) 
- Volume recovery  
- Value recovery 
- % by grade 
- % by length 
- % by dimension 
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6.3.1 Requisite machine centre variables 

Table 1 presents the list of variables used for primary breakdown monitoring and diagnosis and their 
definition. The list includes 21 primary breakdown variables and 12 secondary breakdown variables. It 
should be noted that these variables are currently available for the machine centres. It is therefore possible 
to monitor the elements introduced in section 6. Non-monitored elements require additional variables 
which are not identified in the following table. They are currently unavailable directly (this would require 
additional sensors) or cannot be measured. For example, equipment capable of measuring internal log 
defects on a breakdown line at current production levels is not commercially available. Table 1 also 
includes units for each variable. These units, however, are not essential. Units can be converted during the 
calculation of the indicators and by the models.  
 
Table 1 List and definition of the requisite variables 
 
Machine 
Centre Variable Definition Unit 

1- PRILength Log length in. 
2- PRIDiameter Log diameter in. 
3- PRIVolume Log volume m³ 
4- PRISweep Curve cm/m 
5- PRITaper Taper cm/m 
Optimization solution (for each solution product)  
6- PRIProductNominalThickness Product nominal thickness in. 
7- PRIProductNominalWidth Product nominal width in. 
8- PRIProductNominalLength Product nominal length in. 
9- PRIProductQuality Product quality n/a 
10- PRIProductValue Product value $ 
11- PRIRotation Log rotation  degrees 
12- PRIScannerNoData No data acquisition by the scanner n/a 
13- PRIScannerLowLevel Low data acquisition at the scanner n/a 
14- PRIPCDefect Defective photocells  n/a 
15- PRIInternalSpikes Presence of internal spikes on scanning n/a 
16- PRIExternalSpikes Presence of external spikes on scanning n/a 
17- PRIBadSlice Reading error on a section or on several sections  n/a 
18- PRIOptimizationTooLong Optimization too long n/a 
19- PRIGap Gap between logs in.. 

Pr
im
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y 

B
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do

w
n 

Solution without rotation for the same opening face as the optimal solution 
20- PRINoSolution No solution n/a 

 21- PRIFileModification File modifications and identification of the modifications n/a 
22- SECLength Cant length  in. 
23- SECDiameter Cant diameter  in. 
24- SECVolume Cant volume  m³ 
25- SECSweep Curve  cm/m 
26- SECTopWidth Small-end cant width  in. 
27- SECButtWidth Bottom-end cant width  in. 
28- SECThickness Cant thickness in. 
Optimization solution (for each solution product)  
  29- SECProductNominalThickness Product nominal thickness in. 
  30- SECProductNominalWidth Product nominal width in. 
  31- SECProductNominalLength Product nominal length in. 
  32- SECProductQuality Product quality n/a 

Se
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y 
B
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do
w
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  33- SECProductValue Product value $ 
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6.4 Model definition 
Three types of models were developed for primary breakdown monitoring purposes: 
 
- a model based on the comparison of variables from two machine centres; 
- a model based on the comparison of variables against historical data; 
- a model based on the comparison of variables from two machine centres and of variables against 

historical data. 
 
6.4.1 Model based on the comparison of variables from two machine centres 

Models based on the comparison of variables for two machine centres are simple and easy to implement. 
These models compare a given variable, measured at two machine centres, and calculate an average 
value. The model can be used for a specified time frame or a specified number of samples. The time 
frame or the number of samples is based on the processing time at each machine centre, the log 
accumulation zones and the accuracy of the equipment used to obtain the requisite measurements. In fine-
tuning the parameters, it is important to ensure that the majority of logs or pieces processed at the first 
machine centre are also processed at the other. 
 
Note that fine-tuning the control limits is directly linked to the time frame used or to the specified number 
of samples, as well as to the accuracy of the measurements. The greater the accuracy of the variable, the 
easier it is to detect a problem using tight control limits. 
 
6.4.1.1 Examples of the comparison of a variable at two machine centres 

The following example involves comparing the length of logs at the primary breakdown machine centre 
with the cant length recorded at the secondary breakdown machine centre. This comparison makes it 
possible to detect a problem when one of the two measurement systems (scanners) fails. Table 2 presents 
a selection of readings for 15 samples. The analysis of this table reveals that the length measurements at 
the two machine centres are comparable for the majority of the logs. Logs 3 and 7, however, exhibit 
significant discrepancies. In such a case, log-by-log monitoring would trigger a significant number of 
alarms. 
 
Table 2 Examples of length measurements 
 
 Length at the Primary Breakdown Machine Centre (in.) Length at the Secondary Breakdown Machine Centre (in.) 
1 125.5 125.5 
2 125.0 125.5 
3 126.5 123.0 
4 125.5 125.0 
5 128.0 127.5 
6 125.5 125.0 
7 126.0 123.5 
8 126.5 127.0 
9 125.5 125.5 
10 125.5 126.0 
11 126.0 125.5 
12 126.5 126.0 
13 126.5 126.5 
14 125.5 125.0 
15 126.0 126.0 
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Similarly, figures 5, 6 and 7 show the importance of adjusting the number of samples (or time frame) In 
the example comparing the average log length at the primary breakdown machine centre and the average 
cant length at the secondary breakdown machine centre, the specified tolerable error (upper limit) should 
be less than half an inch. Figure 5 shows that using 10 samples indicates that as a result of scanner 
inaccuracy, measurement variations continuously oscillate beyond the upper and lower limits of the 
acceptable zone. 
 
Figure 6 shows that using 100 samples indicates that the deviation is virtually constant over time, such 
that the detection of a scanning problem will take some time. Figure 7 shows the effect of using an 
appropriate number of samples. Using 50 logs alleviates the one-time variations resulting from the 
inaccuracy of scanning systems and facilitates the detection of problems just-in-time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 Number of samples too small 
 

 
Figure 6 Number of samples too large 
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Figure 7 Adequate number of samples  
 
6.4.1 Model based on a comparison based on historical performance 

Models based on the comparison of historical data are comparable to models based on the comparison of 
two machine centres, but the measured variable is compared with respect to two different time frames. 
With this type of model mill personnel can detect a change in the operational state of a piece of 
equipment or the operation or malfunction of measuring equipment. These models work equally well 
whether their calculations are based on time frames or a specific number of samples. Parameter fine-
tuning will again depend on the accuracy of measurments. Fine-tuning will be required for both the 
monitored time frame and the historical time frame. 
 
As a result of trials carried out during the development of the Smart Mill Assistant program, it was 
possible to establish that in most cases, the time frame or the number of samples used to represent 
historical performance need to be four times greater than the time frame or the number of samples used 
for monitoring purposes (e.g., if the monitoring time frame is 15 minutes, the comparison should be 
carried out against a 60-minute time frame representing historical performance). 
 
6.4.1.1 Examples of a comparison based on historical performance 

The following example involves comparing the average thickness of 4-inch cants scanned at the 
secondary breakdown machine centre for a period of 15 minutes against the average thickness of 4-inch 
cants, also scanned at the secondary breakdown machine centre, but over a period of 60 minutes, which 
represents historical performance (Figure 8). A change in the average thickness occurred between 11:30 
and 11:45. The difference between the average thickness value over 15 minutes and the average value 
over 60 minutes increased significantly. Note that the difference diminishes subsequently since the 
historical data average becomes the norm over time. The problems detected by this type of model must 
therefore be corrected swiftly, because 45 minutes later, the difference falls back within the control limits. 
In this example, the cause of the detected problem could be due to various factors: 
- cutting tool wear; 
- failure of the cutting tool positioning system; 
- failure of the log length measurement system (scanner, photocells, encoder, etc.). 
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With this type of model, it is possible to monitor a variable with respect to itself and to detect any change. 
When information is limited, that is, when a variable is measured at a single piece of equipment and 
cannot be compared, the use of a model based on the comparison of actual data with historical data is the 
best option. 
 
Similarly, just like the examples in the preceeding section, fine-tuning the model parameters (the time 
frame or the number of monitored samples and the control limits) must take into account the accuracy of 
the measuring equipment, the log accumulation zones and the desired reaction time for problem detection. 

 
Figure 8 Example of the average length value compared against historical data 
 
6.4.2 Model based on the comparison of variables from two machine centres and of these 

variables against historical performance 

The model based on the comparison of variables for two machine centres and of these variables 
againsthistorical data combines the two models previously discussed. This type of model is generally used 
to monitor global equipment performance indicators, such as product recovery. It is also used to detect 
variations in raw material characteristics. The comparison between two pieces of equipment allows the 
validation of measurement quality, whereas the comparison against historical data highlights changes 
over time. 
 
This type of model can also be used for monitoring over a specific time frame or monitoring of a specific 
number of samples. Care must be taken, however, to ensure that the time frame or the number of samples 
used is the same as the time frame or number of samples used for comparing the variable for two pieces 
of equipment and comparing the variable against historical data. For example, if average length is 
calculated every 15 minutes at the primary breakdown stage and compared against the average length  
at the secondary breakdown stage, the model using historical data must compare an average value at  
15-minute intervals against an average value at 60-minute intervals (historical). 
 
The parameters used to fine-tune this type of model include: 
 
- the time frame or the number of samples required for monitoring purpuses; 
- the time frame or the number of samples for comparison against historical data (usually four the time 

frame or number of samples required for monitoring purposes); 
- the control limits. 
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6.4.2.1 Examples of the comparison of a variable for two machine centres and of the variable against 
historical data 

The following examples shows that the comparison of average log length scanned at the primary 
breakdown machine centre is comparable to the average length scanned at the secondary breakdown 
centre since the difference between the average values falls within the control limits. This means that the 
two scanning systems are working properly (Figure 9). However, this model, by itself, will not highlight a 
problem due to log overlength, nor will it highlight a bucking problem due to a maladjustment of a slasher 
stop plate. 
 
Combining the comparison of primary breakdown and secondary breakdown average log lengths with a 
model that calculates average log length on the basis of historical data allows the timely detection and 
identification of an overlength problem (Figure 10). If no action is taken, the difference in lengths will fall 
within the control limits after 45 minutes, because historical values then become the norm. It should be 
noted that the sole use of the model with historical data will highlight a change in log length, but will shed 
no light on whether the change is due to a change in raw material characteristics or a malfunction of the 
scanning system. 
 
In this example, the control limits may differ because they depend not only on the accuracy of measuring 
systems, but also on the accumulation of logs between two machine components when two machine 
centres are involved. 
 

 
Figure 9 Example of the comparison of the average log length at the primary and secondary 
 breakdown machine centres 
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Figure 10 Example of average log length calculation against historical data at the primary 
 breakdown machine centre 
 
6.5 Requisite model performance indicators 
It is recommended the requisite performance indicators for the models be calculated in advance because a 
given indicator could be used in more than 10 models. Furthermore, the prior calculation of these 
indicators provides model users with new variables. Table 3 presents the indicators requiring calculation 
whereas Appendix I presents the requisite variables for calculating the performance indicators. It should 
be noted that the indicators are grouped by machine centre component (scanner, optimizer, etc.), even 
though a given indicator could be used for more than one component. The search and calculation criteria 
indicated in Appendix I are offered as guidelines and must be fine-tuned according to the specifications of 
each sawmill. 
 
Table 3 Requisite performance indicators 
 
No. Indicator  Definition 
Performance indicators 

1 Total15minPRIPMP Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal lumber volume, 15 minutes 
2 Total15minPRIVolume Primary breakdown, total log volume, 15 minutes 

3 Total15minSECPMP Secondary breakdown, optimized total nominal lumber volume, 
15 minutes 

4 Total60minPRIPMP Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal lumber volume, 60 minutes 
5 Total60minPRIVolume Primary breakdown, total log volume, 60 minutes 
6 Total15minPRI$ Primary breakdown, optimized total lumber value, 15 minutes 
7 Total15minSEC$ Secondary breakdown, optimized total lumber value, 15 minutes 
8 Total60minPRI$ Primary breadkdown, optimized total lumber value, 60 minutes 

9 Total15minPRIPMP2M Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of No. 2 &Better, 
15 minutes 

10 Total15minSECPMP2M Secondary breadkdown, optimized total nominal value of No. 2 &Better, 
15 minutes 

11 Total60minPRIPMP2M Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of No. 2 &Better, 
60 minutes 
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No. Indicator  Definition 

12 Total15minPRIPMP8' Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 8' lumber, 
15 minutes 

13 Total15minSECPMP8' Secondary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 8' lumber, 
15 minutes 

14 Total60minPRIPMP8' Pirmary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 8' lumber, 
60 minutes 

15 Total15minPRIPMP2x6 Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 2x6 lumber, 
15 minutes 

16 Total15minSECPMP2x6 Secondary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 2x6 lumber, 
15 minutes 

17 Total60minPRIPMP2x6 Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 2x6 lumber, 
60 minutes 

18 Total15minPRIPMP2x4 Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 2x4 lumber, 
15 minutes 

19 Total15minSECPMP2x4 Secondary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 2x4 lumber, 
15 minutes 

20 Total60minPRIPMP2x4 Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal value of 2x4 lumber, 
60 minutes 

21 Total15minPRIPMP2x3 Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 2x3 lumber, 
15 minutes 

22 Total15minSECPMP2x3 Secondary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 2x3 lumber, 
15 minutes 

23 Total60minPRIPMP2x3 Primary breakdown, optimized total nominal volume of 2x3 lumber, 
60 minutes 

Raw material indicators 
24 Avg15minPRILength8 Average length of 8' logs, 15 minutes 
25 Avg15minSECLength8 Average length of 8' cants, 15 minutes 
26 Avg60minPRILength8 Average length of 8' logs, 60 minutes 
27 Nb15minPRILength8Short Number of underlength 8' logs, 15 minutes 
28 Nb15minPRILength8Total Nomber of 8' logs, 15 minutes 
29 Nb60minPRILength8Short Number of underlength 8' logs, 60 minutes 
30 Nb60minPRILength8Total Number of 8' logs, 60 minutes 
31 Nb15minPRILength8Long Number of overlength 8' logs, 15 minutes 
32 Nb60minPRILength8Long Number of overlength 8' logs, 60 minutes 
33 Avg15minPRILength9 Average length of 9' logs, 15 minutes 
34 Avg15minSECLength9 Average length of 9' cants, 15 minutes 
35 Avg60minPRILength9 Average length of 9' logs, 60 minutes 
36 Nb15minPRILength9Short Number of underlength 9' logs, 15 minutes 
37 Nb15minPRILength9Total Total number of 9' logs, 15 minutes 
38 Nb60minPRILength9Short Number of underlength 9' logs, 60 minutes 
39 Nb60minPRILength9Total Total number of 9' logs, 60 minutes 
40 Nb15minPRILength9Long Number of overlength 9' logs, 15 minutes 
41 Nb60minPRILength9Long Number of overlength 9' logs, 60 minutes 
42 Avg15minPRILength10 Average length of 10' logs, 15 minutes 
43 Avg15minSECLength10 Average length of 10' cants, 15 minutes 
44 Avg60minPRILength10 Average length of 10' logs, 60 minutes 
45 Nb15minPRILength10Short Number of underlength 10' logs, 15 minutes 
46 Nb15minPRILength10Total Total number of 10' logs, 15 minutes 
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No. Indicator  Definition 
47 Nb60minPRILength10Short Number of underlength 10' logs, 60 minutes 
48 Nb60minPRILength10Total Total number of 10' logs, 60 minutes 
49 Nb15minPRILength10Long Number of overlength 10' logs, 15 minutes 
50 Nb60minPRILength10Long Number of overlength 10' logs, 60 minutes 
51 Avg15minPRIDiameter Average log diameter, 15 minutes 
52 Avg15minSECWidth Average cant width, 15 minutes 
53 Avg60minPRIDiameter Average log diameter, 60 minutes 
54 Avg15minPRIVolume8' Average volume of 8' logs, 15 minutes 
55 Avg15minSECVolume8' Average volume of 8' cants, 15 minutes 
56 Avg60minPRIVolume8' Average volume of 8' logs, 60 minutes 
57 Avg15minPRIVolume9' Average volume of 9' logs, 15 minutes 
58 Avg15minSECVolume9' Average volume of 9' cants, 15 minutes 
59 Avg60minPRIVolume9' Average volume of 9' logs, 60 minutes 
60 Avg15minPRIVolume10' Average volume of 10' logs, 15 minutes 
61 Avg15minSECVolume10' Average volume of 10' cants, 15 minutes 
62 Avg60minPRIVolume10' Average volume of 10' logs, 60 minutes 
63 Avg15minPRISweep Average log curve, 15 minutes 
64 Avg15minSECSweep Average cant curve, 15 minutes 
65 Avg60minPRISweep Average log curve, 60 minutes 
66 Avg15minPRITaper Average log taper, 15 minutes 
67 Avg15minSECTaper Average cant taper, 15 minutes 
68 Avg60minPRITaper Average log taper, 60 minutes 

Scanner indicators 

69 Nb15minPRIScannerLowLevel Primary breakdown, number of logs with low data acquisition rate, 
15 minutes 

70 NbTotal15minPRILog Primary breakdown, total number of logs, 15 minutes 

71 Nb60minPRIScannerLowLevel Primary breakdown, number of logs with low data acquisition rate, 
60 minutes 

72 NbTotal60minPRILog Primary breakdown, total number of logs, 60 minutes 
73 Nb15minPRIScannerNoData Primary breakdown, number of logs, no data acquisition, 15 minutes 
74 Nb60minPRIScannerNoData Primary breakdown, number of logs, no data acquisition, 60 minutes 
75 Nb15minPRIPcDefect Primary breakdown, number of logs, defective photocell, 15 minutes 
76 Nb60minPRIPCDefect Primary breakdown, number of logs, defective photocell, 60 minutes 
77 Avg15minPRIVolume3" Average log volume (3" pattern), 15 minutes 
78 Avg15minSECVolume3" Average 3" cant volume, 15 minutes 
79 Avg60minPRIVolume3" Average log volume (3" pattern), 60 minutes 
80 Avg15minPRIVolume4" Average log volume (4" pattern), 15 minutes 
81 Avg15minSECVolume4" Average 4" cant volume, 15 minutes 
82 Avg60minPRIVolume4" Average log volume (4" pattern), 60 minutes 
83 Avg15minPRIVolume6" Average log volume (6" pattern), sur 15 minutes 
84 Avg15minSECVolume6" Average 6" cant volume, 15 minutes 
85 Avg60minPRIVolume6" Average log volume (6" pattern), 60 minutes 
86 Nb15minPRIInternalSpikes Primary breakdown, number of logs showing internal spikes, 15 minutes 
87 Nb60minPRIInternalSpikes Primary breakdown, number of logs showing internal spikes, 60 minutes 
88 Nb15minPRIExternalSpikes Primary breakdown, number of logs showing external spikes, 15 minutes 
89 Nb60minPRIExternalSpikes Primary breakdown, number of logs showing external spikes, 60 minutes 
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No. Indicator  Definition 

90 Nb15minPRIBadSlice Primary breakdown, number of logs with reading errors on one section, 
15 minutes 

91 Nb60minPRIBadSlice Primary breakdown, number of logs with reading errors on one section, 
60 minutes 

Optimizer indicators 

92 Nb15minPRIOptimizationToo
Long 

Primary breakdown, number of logs with too long an optimization period, 
15 minutes 

93 Nb60minPRIOptimizationToo
Long 

Primary breakdown, number of logs with too long an optimization period, 
60 minutes 

94 Nb15minPRIGap Primary breakdown, number of logs with too short a gap between logs, 
15 minutes 

95 Nb60minPRIGap Primary breakdown, number of logs with too long a gap between logs, 
60 minutes 

96 Nb15minPRINoSolution Primary breakdown, number of logs with no solution, 15 minutes 
97 Nb60minPRINoSolution Primary breakdown, number of logs with no solution, 60 minutes 

Cutting tool indicators 
98 Avg15minSECThickness3" Average thickness of 3" cants, 15 minutes 
99 Avg60minSECThickness3" Average thickness of 3" cants, 60 minutes 
100 Avg15minSECThickness4" Average thickness of 4" cants, 15 minutes 
101 Avg60minSECThickness4" Average thickness of 4" cants, 60 minutes 
102 Avg15minSECThickness6" Average thickness of 6" cants, 15 minutes 
103 Avg60minSECThickness6" Average thickness of 6" cants , 60 minutes 
System indicators 
104 NbTotal15minSECCant Secondary breakdown, total number of cants, 15 minutes 
105 Nb15minPRILogTooLong Primary breakdown, number of logs that are overlength, 15 minutes 
106 Nb60minPRILogTooLong Primary breakdown, number of logs that are overlength, 60 minutes 

 
6.6 Model mathematical equations 
Table 4 presents the list of the requisite mathematical equations for the continuous monitoring and control 
of the primary breakdown process. The equations are listed by component (scanner, optimizer, etc.) and 
by element (condition or status, environment, etc.) as shown in figures 2 and 4. Similarly, the requisite 
indicators for each equation are presented in this table. The numbers serve to establish a link with the list 
of indicators to be created presented in Table 3 and in Appendix I. It should be noted that the last column 
in the table refers to the type of model developed (A: comparison of data from two machine centres;  
B: comparison of data with historical data; C: comparison of variables from two machine centres and of 
these variables against historical performance. 
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Table 4 List and definition of the requisite mathematical equations 
 

Process Performance Indicators 
 (PRI = Primary Breakdown; SEC = Secondary Breakdown) No. Requisite indicators Type 

 Optimized volume recovery (PRI) vs. Historical data    

1 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 2 Total15minPRIVolume 
 3 Total15minSECPMP 
 4 Total60minPRIPMP 
 

If{[(Total15minPRIPMP/Total15minPRIVolume)= 
(Total15minSECPMP/Total15minPRIVolume)] et 
[(Total15minPRIPMP/Total15minPRIVolume)# 
(Total60minPRIPMP/Total60minPRIVolume)]} 

5 Total60minPRIVolume 

C 

 Optimized value recovery (PRI) versus l'historique    
2 6 Total15minPRI$ 
 2 Total15minPRIVolume 
 7 Total15minSEC$ 
 8 Total60minPRI$ 
 

If{[(Total15minPRI$/Total15minPRIVolume)= 
(Total15minSEC$/Total15minPRIVolume)] et 
[(Total15minPRI$/Total15minPRIVolume)# 
(Total60minPRI$/Total60minPRIVolume)]} 

5 Total60minPRIVolume 

C 

 Optimized quality (PRI) vs. Historical data    

3 9 Total15minPRIPMP2M 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 10 Total15minSECPMP2M 
 3 Total15minSECPMP 
 11 Total60minPRIPMP2M 
 

If{[(Total15minPRIPMP2M/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP2M/Total15minSECPMP)] et 
[(Total15minPRIPMP2M/Total15minPRIPMP)# 
(Total60minPRIPMP2M/Total60minPRIPMP)]} 

4 Total60minPRIPMP 

C 

 Optimized length (PRI) vs Historical data    
4 12 Total15minPRIPMP8' 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 13 Total15minSECPMP8' 
 3 Total15minSECPMP 
 14 Total60minPRIPMP8' 
 

If{[(Total15minPRIPMP8'/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP8'/Total15minSECPMP)] et 
[(Total15minPRIPMP8'/Total15minPRIPMP)# 
(Total60minPRIPMP8'/Total60minPRIPMP)]} 

4 Total60minPRIPMP 

C 

 Optimized dimension (PRI) vs Historical data     
5 15 Total15minPRIPMP2x6 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 16 Total15minSECPMP2x6 
 3 Total15minSECPMP 
 17 Total60minPRIPMP2x6 
 

If{[(Total15minPRIPMP2x6/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP2x6/Total15minSECPMP)] et 
[(Total15minPRIPMP2x6/Total15minPRIPMP)# 
(Total60minPRIPMP2x6/Total60minPRIPMP)]} 

4 Total60minPRIPMP 

C 

6 18 Total15minPRIPMP2x4 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 19 Total15minSECPMP2x4 
 3 Total15minSECPMP 
 20 Total60minPRIPMP2x4 
 

If{[(Total15minPRIPMP2x4/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP2x4/Total15minSECPMP)] et 
[(Total15minPRIPMP2x4/Total15minPRIPMP)# 
(Total60minPRIPMP2x4/Total60minPRIPMP)]} 

4 Total60minPRIPMP 

C 

7 21 Total15minPRIPMP2x3 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 22 Total15minSECPMP2x3 
 3 Total15minSECPMP 
 

If{[(Total15minPRIPMP2x3/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP2x3/Total15minSECPMP)] et 
[(Total15minPRIPMP2x3/Total15minPRIPMP)# 
(Total60minPRIPMP2x3/Total60minPRIPMP)]} 

23 Total60minPRIPMP2x3 

C 
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Process Performance Indicators 
 (PRI = Primary Breakdown; SEC = Secondary Breakdown) No. Requisite indicators Type 
 4 Total60minPRIPMP 
Raw material  

 Log length     
8 24 Avg15minPRILength8 
 25 Avg15minSECLength8 
 

If[(Avg15minPRILength8=Avg15minSECLength8) et 
(Avg15minPRILength8#Avg60minPRILength8)] 

26 Avg60minPRILength8 
C 

9 27 Nb15minPRILength8Short 
 28 Nb15minPRILength8Total 
 29 Nb60minPRILength8Short 
 

[(Nb15minPRILength8Short)/(Nb15minPRILength8Total)]#
[(Nb60minPRILength8Short)/(Nb60minPRILength8Total)] 

30 Nb60minPRILength8Total 

B 

10 31 Nb15minPRILength8Long 
 28 Nb15minPRILength8Total 
 32 Nb60minPRILength8Long 
 

[(Nb15minPRILength8Long)/(Nb15minPRILength8Total)]#
[(Nb60minPRILength8Long)/(Nb60minPRILength8Total)] 

30 Nb60minPRILength8Total 

B 

11 33 Avg15minPRILength9 
 34 Avg15minSECLength9 
 

If[(Avg15minPRILength9=Avg15minSECLength9) et 
(Avg15minPRILength9#Avg60minPRILength9)] 

35 Avg60minPRILength9 
C 

12 36 Nb15minPRILength9Short 
 37 Nb15minPRILength9Total  
 38 Nb60minPRILength9Short 
 

[(Nb15minPRILength9Short)/(Nb15minPRILength9Total)]#
[(Nb60minPRILength9Short)/(Nb60minPRILength9Total)] 

39 Nb60minPRILength9Total 

B 

13 40 Nb15minPRILength9Long 
 37 Nb15minPRILength9Total 
 41 Nb60minPRILength9Long 
 

[(Nb15minPRILength9Long)/(Nb15minPRILength9Total)]#
[(Nb60minPRILength9Long)/(Nb60minPRILength9Total)] 

39 Nb60minPRILength9Total 

B 

14 42 Avg15minPRILength10 
 43 Avg15minSECLength10 
 

If[(Avg15minPRILength10=Avg15minSECLength10) et 
(Avg15minPRILength9#Avg60minPRILength10)] 

44 Avg60minPRILength10 
C 

15 45 Nb15minPRILength10Short 
 46 Nb15minPRILength10Total 
 47 Nb60minPRILength10Short 
 

[(Nb15minPRILength10Short)/ 
(Nb15minPRILength10Total)]# 
[(Nb60minPRILength10Short)/ 
(Nb60minPRILength10Total)] 48 Nb60minPRILength10Total 

B 

16 49 Nb15minPRILength10Long 
 46 Nb15minPRILength10Total 
 50 Nb60minPRILength10Long 
 

[(Nb15minPRILength10Long)/ 
(Nb15minPRILength10Total)]# 
[(Nb60minPRILength10Long)/ 
(Nb60minPRILength10Total)] 48 Nb60minPRILength10Total 

B 

 Log diameter     
17 51 Avg15minPRIDiameter 
 52 Avg15minSECWidth 
 

If[(Avg15minPRIDiameter=Avg15minSECWidth) et 
(Avg15minPRIDiameter#Avg60minPRIDiameter)] 

53 Avg60minPRIDiameter 
C 

 Log volume     
18 54 Avg15minPRIVolume8' 
 55 Avg15minSECVolume8' 
 

If[(Avg15minPRIVolume8'=Avg15minSECVolume8') et 
(Avg15minPRIVolume8'#Avg60minPRIVolume8')] 

56 Avg60minPRIVolume8' 
C 

19 57 Avg15minPRIVolume9' 
 58 Avg15minSECVolume9' 
 

If[(Avg15minPRIVolume9'=Avg15minSECVolume9') et 
(Avg15minPRIVolume9'#Avg60minPRIVolume9')] 

59 Avg60minPRIVolume9' 
C 
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Process Performance Indicators 
 (PRI = Primary Breakdown; SEC = Secondary Breakdown) No. Requisite indicators Type 
20 60 Avg15minPRIVolume10' 
 61 Avg15minSECVolume10' 
  

If[(Avg15minPRIVolume10'=Avg15minSECVolume10') et 
(Avg15minPRIVolume10'#Avg60minPRIVolume10')] 
  62 Avg60minPRIVolume10' 

C 

 Other characteristics     
21 63 Avg15minPRISweep 
 64 Avg15minSECSweep 
 

If[(Avg15minPRISweep=Avg15minSECSweep) et 
(Avg15minPRISweep#Avg60minPRISweep)] 

65 Avg60minPRISweep 
C 

22 66 Avg15minPRITaper 
 67 Avg15minSECTaper 
  

If[(Avg15minPRITaper=Avg15minSECTaper) et 
(Avg15minPRITaper#Avg60minPRITaper)] 
  68 Avg60minPRITaper 

C 

 Global analysis     
23 Model to be determined.   Start by using raw data.  
         
Machine performance indicators (primary breakdown vs secondary breakdown)  

 
Optimized volume (PRI) vs actual volume recovery 
(SEC)     

24 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 2 Total15minPRIVolume 
 

If[(Total15minPRIPMP/Total15minPRIVolume)# 
(Total15minSECPMP/Total15minPRIVolume)]  

3 Total15minSECPMP 
A 

 
Optimized value recovery (PRI) vs actual value recovery 
(SEC)     

25 6 Total15minPRI$ 
 2 Total15minPRIVolume 
 

If[(Total15minPRI$/Total15minPRIVolume)# 
(Total15minSEC$/Total15minPRIVolume)] 

7 Total15minSEC$ 
A 

 Optimized quality (PRI) vs actual quality (SEC)     
26 9 Total15minPRIPMP2M 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 10 Total15minSECPMP2M 
 

If[(Total15minPRIPMP2M/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP2M/Total15minSECPMP)] 

3 Total15minSECPMP 

A 

 Optimized length (PRI) vs actual length (SEC)     
27 12 Total15minPRIPMP8' 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 13 Total15minSECPMP8' 
 

If[(Total15minPRIPMP8'/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP8'/Total15minSECPMP)] 

3 Total15minSECPMP 

A 

 Optimized dimension (PRI) vs actual dimension (SEC)     
28 15 Total15minPRIPMP2x6 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 16 Total15minSECPMP2x6 
 

If[(Total15minPRIPMP2x6/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP2x6/Total15minSECPMP)] 

3 Total15minSECPMP 

A 

29 18 Total15minPRIPMP2x4 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 19 Total15minSECPMP2x4 
 

If[(Total15minPRIPMP2x4/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP2x4/Total15minSECPMP)] 

3 Total15minSECPMP 

A 

30 21 Total15minPRIPMP2x3 
 1 Total15minPRIPMP 
 

If[(Total15minPRIPMP2x3/Total15minPRIPMP)= 
(Total15minSECPMP2x3/Total15minSECPMP)] 

22 Total15minSECPMP2x3 

A 
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Process Performance Indicators 
 (PRI = Primary Breakdown; SEC = Secondary Breakdown) No. Requisite indicators Type 
 3 Total15minSECPMP 
Scanner      

 Sensor condition     
31 24 Avg15minPRILength8 
 

If(Avg15minPRILength8#Avg15minSECLength8) 
25 Avg15minSECLength8 

A 

32 33 Avg15minPRILength9 
 

If(Avg15minPRILength9#Avg15minSECLength9) 
34 Avg15minSECLength9 

A 

33 42 Avg15minPRILength10 
 

If(Avg15minPRILength10#Avg15minSECLength10) 
43 Avg15minSECLength10 

A 

34 51 Avg15minPRIDiameter 
 

If(Avg15minPRIDiameter#Avg15minSECWidth) 
52 Avg15minSECWidth 

A 

35 69 Nb15minPRIScannerLowLevel 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 71 Nb60minPRIScannerLowLevel 
 

If[(Nb15minPRIScannerLowLevel/NbTotal15minPRILog)#(
Nb60minPRIScannerLowLevel/ NbTotal60minPRILog)] 

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

B 

36 73 Nb15minPRIScannerNoData 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 74 Nb60minPRIScannerNoData 
 

If[(Nb15minPRIScannerNoData/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRIScannerNoData/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

B 

37 75 Nb15minPRIPcDefect 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 76 Nb60minPRIPCDefect 
 

If[(Nb15minPRIPCdefect/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRIPCDefect/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

B 

 Calibration     
38 24 Avg15minPRILength8 
 

If(Avg15minPRILength8#Avg15minSECLength8) 
25 Avg15minSECLength8 

A 

39 33 Avg15minPRILength9 
 

If(Avg15minPRILength9#Avg15minSECLength9) 
34 Avg15minSECLength9 

A 

40 42 Avg15minPRILength10 
 

If(Avg15minPRILength10#Avg15minSECLength10) 
43 Avg15minSECLength10 

A 

41 51 Avg15minPRIDiameter 
 

If(Avg15minPRIDiameter#Avg15minSECWidth) 
52 Avg15minSECWidth 

A 

42 77 Avg15minPRIVolume3" 
 

IfF(Avg15minPRIVolume3"#Avg15minSECVolume3") 
78 Avg15minSECVolume3" 

A 

43 80 Avg15minPRIVolume4" 
 

If(Avg15minPRIVolume4"#Avg15minSECVolume4") 
81 Avg15minSECVolume4" 

A 

44 83 Avg15minPRIVolume6" 
 

If(Avg15minPRIVolume6"#Avg15minSECVolume6") 
84 Avg15minSECVolume6" 

A 

45 63 Avg15minPRISweep 
 

If(Avg15minPRISweep#Avg15minSECSweep) 
64 Avg15minSECSweep 

A 

46 Excessive curve (to be reviewed)      
47 66 Avg15minPRITaper 
 

If(Avg15minPRITaper#Avg15minSECTaper) 
67 Avg15minSECTaper 

A 

48 Excessive taper (to be reviewed)      
 Environment     

49 If[(Nb15minPRIInternalSpikes/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 86 Nb15minPRIInternalSpikes B 
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Process Performance Indicators 
 (PRI = Primary Breakdown; SEC = Secondary Breakdown) No. Requisite indicators Type 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 87 Nb60minPRIInternalSpikes 
 

(Nb60minPRIInternalSpikes/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 
50 88 Nb15minPRIExternalSpikes 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 89 Nb60minPRIExternalSpikes 
 

If[(Nb15minPRIExternalSpikes/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRIExternalSpikes/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

B 

51 90 Nb15minPRIBadSlice 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 91 Nb60minPRIBadSlice 
  

IF[(Nb15minPRIBadSlice/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRIBadSlice/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 
  

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

B 

Optimizer  

 Global analysis     
52 N/A   N/A  

 Processing time     
53 92 Nb15minPRIOptimizationTooLong 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 93 Nb60minPRIOptimizationTooLong 
  

If[(Nb15minPRIOptimizationTooLong/ 
NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRIOptimizationTooLong/ 
NbTotal60minPRILog)]  72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

B 

54 94 Nb15minPRIGap 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 95 Nb60minPRIGap 
 

IF[(Nb15minPRIGap/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRIGap/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

B 

55 96 Nb15minPRINoSolution 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 97 Nb60minPRINoSolution 
  

If[(Nb15minPRINoSolution/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRINoSolution/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 
  

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

B 

 Configuration     
56 Display of file modification      
57 96 Nb15minPRINoSolution 
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog 
 97 Nb60minPRINoSolution 

  

If[(Nb15minPRINoSolution/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRINoSolution/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 
  72 NbTotal60minPRILog 

 
 

B 

Positioning system      

 Log turner condition     
58 N/A   N/A  
Cutting tools      

 Cutting tool condition     
59 98 Avg15minSECThickness3" 
 

If(Avg15minSECThickness3"#Avg60minSECThickness3") 
99 Avg60minSECThickness3" 

B 

60 100 Avg15minSECThickness4" 
 

If(Avg15minSECThickness4"#Avg60minSECThickness4") 
101 Avg60minSECThickness4" 

B 

61 102 Avg15minSECThickness6" 
 

If(Avg15minSECThickness4"#Avg60minSECThickness4") 
103 Avg60minSECThickness6" 

B 
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Process Performance Indicators 
 (PRI = Primary Breakdown; SEC = Secondary Breakdown) No. Requisite indicators Type 

 Cutting tool replacement     
62 Display of cutting tool change      
System      

 System condition     
63 70 NbTotal15minPRILog  
 

If(NbTotal15minPRILog#NbTotal15minSECCant) 
104 NbTotal15minSECCant A 

 Operation     
64 105 Nb15minPRILogTooLong  
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog B 
 106 Nb60minPRILogTooLong  
  

If[(Nb15minPRILogTooLong/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRILogTooLong/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 
  

72 NbTotal60minPRILog  
65 94 Nb15minPRIGap  
 70 NbTotal15minPRILog B 
 95 Nb60minPRIGap  
  

If[(Nb15minPRIGap/NbTotal15minPRILog)# 
(Nb60minPRIGap/NbTotal60minPRILog)] 
  

72 NbTotal60minPRILog  
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6.7 Evaluation of the economic benefits 
The economic potential of real-time monitoring systems depends on a sawmill's initial performance, on 
the ability of its personnel to quickly detect and identify performance deviations and on the time required 
to correct problems. Consequently, the economic potential of monitoring systems will vary from one 
sawmill to the other. 
 
It is nonetheless possible to evalulate the economic potential of monitoring models without having to 
install a complete real-time monitoring system. Such an evaluation involves using the variables available 
in optimizing systems and applicable monitoring models offline. It stands to reason that the greater the 
number of available variables, the easier it will be to carryout an accurate evaluation of a system's 
economic potential. The graphic representation of applicable model results will highlight the number of 
times and duration of process deviations. This information can be used to calculate a system’s economic 
potential. 
 
This exercise, which requires processing huge amounts of data, is very useful because it reveals which 
models offer the greatest economic potential. For a given sawmill, process deviations are usually the same 
and can usually be linked to a limited number of causes. It then becomes possible, in the implementation 
of developed models, to concentrate efforts on the models with the greatest economic potential for a given 
sawmill. 
 
 

7 Conclusions 
Sawmilling technology is becoming increasingly complex. As a result, over the past 15 years, optimized 
systems have replaced human decision-making. Optimized systems require close monitoring and adequate 
parameters. Given the increasing shortage of qualified personnel, the use of effective monitoring and 
control tools is more critical than ever. Monitoring systems are now essential for shortening the periods of 
time during which the primary breakdown process is not controlled. 
 
The use of mathematical models for monitoring breakdown processes based on sawmill available 
variables is an attractive approach because it does not require the installation of additional sensors and 
does not add to the maintenance burden. It should be noted, however, that certain components of the 
breakdown process cannot be monitored because of a lack of available variables. Such is the case for 
several mechanical components the monitoring of which would require the installation of specialized 
sensors. 
 
Monitoring systems, whether they use available variables or involve the installation of new sensors, must 
trigger a response in the short term. Their first objective is not only to detect a process deviation, but also 
to correct it in real time. In this connection, although some equipment manufacturers have started down 
this path, much remains to be done in the development of specialized sensors and feedback systems. 
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Appendix I  
 

Requisite variables for calculating performance indicators 
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No. Indicator Requisite variables for calculations Criteria 
Performance indicators 

1 Total15minPRIPMP 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength  

2 Total15minPRIVolume 3-PRIVolume  

3 Total15minSECPMP 29-SECProductNominalThickness; 30-SECProductNominalWidth;  
31-SECProductNominalLength  

4 Total60minPRIPMP 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength  

5 Total60minPRIVolume 3-PRIVolume  

6 Total15minPRI$ 10-PRIProductValue  

7 Total15minSEC$ 33-SECProductValue  

8 Total60minPRI$ 10-PRIProductValue  

9 Total15minPRIPMP2M 
6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength; 
9-PRIProductQuality 

where  PRIProductQuality= 2M 

10 Total15minSECPMP2M 
29-SECProductNominalThickness; 30-SECProductNominalWidth;  
31-SECProductNominalLength;  
32-SECProductQuality 

where  SECProductQuality= 2M 

11 Total60minPRIPMP2M 
6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength;  
9-PRIProductQuality 

where  PRIProductQuality= 2M 

12 Total15minPRIPMP8' 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength where  PRIProductNominalLength = 96" 

13 Total15minSECPMP8' 29-SECProductNominalThickness; 30-SECProductNominalWidth;  
31-SECProductNominalLength where  SECProductNominalLength = 96" 

14 Total60minPRIPMP8' 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength where  PRIProductNominalLength = 96" 

15 Total15minPRIPMP2x6 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength 

where  PRIProductNominalThickness=2 et 
PRIProductNominalWidth=6 

16 Total15minSECPMP2x6 29-SECProductNominalThickness; 30-SECProductNominalWidth;  
31-SECProductNominalLength 

where  SECProductNominalThickness=2 et 
SECProductNominalWidth=6 

17 Total60minPRIPMP2x6 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength 

where  PRIProductNominalThickness=2 et 
PRIProductNominalWidth=6 

18 Total15minPRIPMP2x4 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength 

where  PRIProductNominalThickness=2 et 
PRIProductNominalWidth=4 

19 Total15minSECPMP2x4 29-SECProductNominalThickness; 30-SECProductNominalWidth;  
31-SECProductNominalLength 

where  SECProductNominalThickness=2 et 
SECProductNominalWidth=4 

20 Total60minPRIPMP2x4 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength 

where  PRIProductNominalThickness=2 et 
PRIProductNominalWidth=4 

21 Total15minPRIPMP2x3 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength 

where  PRIProductNominalThickness=2 et 
PRIProductNominalWidth=3 

22 Total15minSECPMP2x3 29-SECProductNominalThickness; 30-SECProductNominalWidth;  
31-SECProductNominalLength 

where  SECProductNominalThickness=2 et 
SECProductNominalWidth=3 

23 Total60minPRIPMP2x3 6-PRIProductNominalThickness; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth;  
8-PRIProductNominalLength 

where  PRIProductNominalThickness=2 et 
PRIProductNominalWidth=3 

Raw material indicators 
24 Avg15minPRILength8 1-PRILength where  98"<PRILength>103" 
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No. Indicator Requisite variables for calculations Criteria 
25 Avg15minSECLength8 22-SECLength where  98"<SECLength>103" 

26 Avg60minPRILength8 1-PRILength where  98"<PRILength>103" 

27 Nb15minPRILength8Short 1-PRILength where  PRILength<=98" 

28 Nb15minPRILength8Total  1-PRILength where  PRILength<=107" 

29 Nb60minPRILength8Short 1-PRILength where  PRILength<=98" 

30 Nb60minPRILength8Total  1-PRILength where  PRILength<=107" 

31 Nb15minPRILength8Long 1-PRILength where  103"<=PRILength>=107" 

32 Nb60minPRILength8Long 1-PRILength where  103"<=PRILength>=107" 

33 Avg15minPRILength9 1-PRILength where  110"<PRILength>115" 

34 Avg15minSECLength9 22-SECLength where  110"<SECLength>115" 

35 Avg60minPRILength9 1-PRILength where  110"<PRILength>115" 

36 Nb15minPRILength9Short 1-PRILength where  108"<=PRILength>=110" 

37 Nb15minPRILength9Total  1-PRILength where  108''<=PRILength<=119" 

38 Nb60minPRILength9Short 1-PRILength where  108"<=PRILength>=110" 

39 Nb60minPRILength9Total  1-PRILength where  108''<=PRILength<=119" 

40 Nb15minPRILength9Long 1-PRILength where  115"<=PRILength>=119" 

41 Nb60minPRILength9Long 1-PRILength where  115"<=PRILength>=119" 

42 Avg15minPRILength10 1-PRILength where  122"<PRILength>126" 

43 Avg15minSECLength10 22-SECLength where  122"<SECLength>126" 

44 Avg60minPRILength10 1-PRILength where  122"<PRILength>126" 

45 Nb15minPRILength10Short 1-PRILength where  120''<=PRILength<=122" 

46 Nb15minPRILength10Total  1-PRILength where  120''<=PRILength 

47 Nb60minPRILength10Short 1-PRILength where  120''<=PRILength<=122" 

48 Nb60minPRILength10Total  1-PRILength where  120''<=PRILength 

49 Nb15minPRILength10Long 1-PRILength where  PRILength>=126 

50 Nb60minPRILength10Long 1-PRILength where  PRILength>=126 

51 Avg15minPRIDiameter 2-PRIDiameter  

52 Avg15minSECWidth 23-SECDiameter  

53 Avg60minPRIDiameter 2-PRIDiameter  

54 Avg15minPRIVolume8' 3-PRIVolume; 1-PRILength where  98"<PRILength>103" 

55 Avg15minSECVolume8' 24-SECVolume; 22-SECLength where  98"<PRILength>103" 

56 Avg60minPRIVolume8' 3-PRIVolume; 1-PRILength where  98"<PRILength>103" 

57 Avg15minPRIVolume9' 3-PRIVolume; 1-PRILength where  110"<PRILength>115" 

58 Avg15minSECVolume9' 24-SECVolume; 22-SECLength where  110"<SECLength>115" 

59 Avg60minPRIVolume9' 3-PRIVolume; 1-PRILength where  110"<PRILength>115" 

60 Avg15minPRIVolume10' 3-PRIVolume; 1-PRILength where  122"<PRILength>126" 

61 Avg15minSECVolume10' 24-SECVolume; 22-SECLength where  122"<SECLength>126" 
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No. Indicator Requisite variables for calculations Criteria 
62 Avg60minPRIVolume10' 3-PRIVolume; 1-PRILength where  122"<PRILength>126" 

63 Avg15minPRISweep 4-PRISweep  

64 Avg15minSECSweep 25-SECSweep  

65 Avg60minPRISweep 4-PRISweep  

66 Avg15minPRITaper 5-PRITaper  

67 Avg15minSECTaper 26-SECTopWidth; 27-SECButtWidth; 22-SECLength  

68 Avg60minPRITaper 5-PRITaper  

Scanner indicators 
69 Nb15minPRIScannerLowLevel 13-PRIScannerLowLevel  

70 NbTotal15minPRILog 1-PRILength (Compte d'une variable ressource)  

71 Nb60minPRIScannerLowLevel 13-PRIScannerLowLevel  

72 NbTotal60minPRILog 1-PRILength (Compte d'une variable ressource)  

73 Nb15minPRIScannerNoData 12-PRIScannerNoData  

74 Nb60minPRIScannerNoData 12-PRIScannerNoData  

75 Nb15minPRIPcDefect 14-PRIPCDefect  

76 Nb60minPRIPCDefect 14-PRIPCDefect  

77 Avg15minPRIVolume3" 3-PRIVolume; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth where  Max(PRIProductNominalWidth)=3 

78 Avg15minSECVolume3" 24-SECVolume; 28-SECThickness where  SECThickness< 3.2 

79 Avg60minPRIVolume3" 3-PRIVolume; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth where  Max(PRIProductNominalWidth)=3 

80 Avg15minPRIVolume4" 3-PRIVolume; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth where  Max(PRIProductNominalWidth)=4 

81 Avg15minSECVolume4" 24-SECVolume; 28-SECThickness where  3.2 <= SECThickness< 5.2 

82 Avg60minPRIVolume4" 3-PRIVolume; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth where  Max(PRIProductNominalWidth)=4 

83 Avg15minPRIVolume6" 3-PRIVolume; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth where  Max(PRIProductNominalWidth)=6 

84 Avg15minSECVolume6" 24-SECVolume; 28-SECThickness where  5.2 <= SECThickness 

85 Avg60minPRIVolume6" 3-PRIVolume; 7-PRIProductNominalWidth where  Max(PRIProductNominalWidth)=6 

86 Nb15minPRIInternalSpikes 15-PRIInternalSpikes  

87 Nb60minPRIInternalSpikes 15-PRIInternalSpikes  

88 Nb15minPRIExternalSpikes 16-PRIExternalSpikes  

89 Nb60minPRIExternalSpikes 16-PRIExternalSpikes  

90 Nb15minPRIBadSlice 17-PRIBadSlice  

91 Nb60minPRIBadSlice 17-PRIBadSlice  

Optimizer indicators 

92 Nb15minPRIOptimizationTooLong 18-PRIoptimizatioTooLong  

93 Nb60minPRIOptimizationTooLong 18-PRIoptimizatioTooLong  

94 Nb15minPRIGap 19-PRIGap  

95 Nb60minPRIGap 19-PRIGap  



Continuous monitoring of the primary breakdown process 

 

 

No. Indicator Requisite variables for calculations Criteria 
96 Nb15minPRINoSolution 20-PRINoSolution  

97 Nb60minPRINoSolution 20-PRINoSolution  

Cutting tools indicators 
98 Avg15minSECThickness3" 28-SECThickness where  2.6 < SECThickness < 3.2 

99 Avg60minSECThickness3" 28-SECThickness where  2.6 < SECThickness < 3.2 

100 Avg15minSECThickness4" 28-SECThickness where  3.6 < SECThickness < 4.2 

101 Avg60minSECThickness4" 28-SECThickness where  3.6 < SECThickness < 4.2 

102 Avg15minSECThickness6" 28-SECThickness where  5.6 < SECThickness < 6.2 

103 Avg60minSECThickness6" 28-SECThickness where  5.6 < SECThickness < 6.2 

System indicators 
104 NbTotal15minSECCant 22-SECLength (Compte d'une variable ressource)  

105 Nb15minPRILogTooLong 1-PRILength where  PRILength>145" 

106 Nb60minPRILogTooLong 1-PRIlength where  PRILength>145" 
  
 
 


